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Writing Profile
Maya Mathias (1967) is a bilingual writer,
public speaker and communications expert. As
a writer she focuses on copy writing, website
writing, editing and translating in Dutch, English,
Papiamentu and Spanish together with her
translation team.
She frequently writes press releases, newsletters,
booklets, brochures, annual reports, project
proposals and policy papers for international
companies, governments and NGO’s in the Dutch
Caribbean and helps clients to communicate their
core values and messages effectively.
Finally, as a journalist Maya frequently writes
for daily Caribbean newspapers like Amigoe and
Antilliaans Dagblad and used to be the editorin-chief of Coaching Magazine, a well-known
management magazine on Curaçao.
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WHY CHANGE?
Three crucial questions
for Management

Introduction
Dear All,
Through this SGG Curaçao
newsletter, we are pleased to
announce the gains from half year of
CHANGE and the results achieved
by a strong team. What pleasantly
surprised us as management, is
the great involvement, ownership,
creativity and the problem-solving
ability of everyone involved in this
CHANGE process.

Masha danki for
your input and support
Bas Horsten and Johnny Vink,
SGG Curaçao Management

1. Why did we start this
change process in
December 2016?
For the future we need to build an organi-

to maintain momentum.

3. When can we
be satisfied?

more flexibly in larger teams. We need to

There’s a clear destination on the horizon

to plan routine tasks better throughout the

Our world is going to change significantly

can keep freeing up more people for new

means developing more specialized pro-

2. What have we
achieved in the past
six months?

more profit from fewer clients, whom we

achieving economies of scale and working
keep assigning work at the proper level and
year. If we do this at a competitive price, we
work that generates higher revenue.

We know where we want to go to, but

we’re still mapping out unknown territory.

That’s when you encounter challenges. Not
everyone deals with change in the same

and we’re steadily working towards it.

and we need to be a part this change. This

ducts for specific client groups. We want to
move towards a situation where we make

serve with more mandate and with different
types of services.

There is no glorious end, because the world
continues to change. Organizations like

ours must become “learning” organizations.
Changes will occur more often and at an

way. Some people are more cautious than

ever faster pace, so we need to keep lear-

dle’. There will undoubtedly still be some

their clients, Account Managers will focus

others. Change is always ‘messy in the midfrustration with all the restrictions and bottlenecks that still exist. The challenge is to

ning. Client Directors will work closer with
more on management tasks and Assistant

Account Managers will perform their tasks

convert this energy into something positive.

more independently. Everyone’s work will

There is much more awareness now than

individual or preferably teambased solutions

before and a big commitment to change

within our organization. Our vision is better

be scaled up and employees will have to find
to work related challenges they encounter

in new situations. If everyone sees real pro-

understood and supported. We have jumped

gression in their own professional develop-

ride. Our team has shown that they are very

right track.

on the ‘change train’ and we’re ready for the
SGG Management working on Change

of capable when it comes to changing and
finding necessary solutions. Now we need

hindered by its own capacity. This means

zation that can do more work without being

ment within one year we’re certainly on the

Writing Products
Professional writing:

√
√
√
√
√

Press releases

√
√
√
√
√

Advertising campaigns

Newsletters
Corporate brochures
Booklets
Magazines

Advertorials
Interviews
Infographics
Invitations

Walk your
Sustainable
talk

What CEOs need to know

Sustainability:
• Is the new business revolution.
• Creates new partnerships & business opportunities.
• Saves money & time in the long term.
• Makes your workplace safer, healthier & happier.
• Makes your business more productive.

What CEOs need to do

Professional translating:

√
√
√
√
√

Annual and conference reports
Contracts and legal advice
Letters and policy papers
Procedures and manuals
Radio and newspaper adds

• Commit to making your company more sustainable.
• Understand what sustainability means for your
business.
• Implement BPM’s Minimum Sustainability
Standards.
• Appoint a Sustainability Officer.
• Make resources and manpower available for
sustainability efforts and positive change.

What CEOs will achieve
• Be the change you want to see in the world.
• Safeguard our planet for future generations.
• Progress through BPM’s three successive
sustainability levels.
• Watch your company save, profit and grow.
• Demonstrate real sustainability and join the
worldwide business sustainability revolution.

Curaçao Business Council
for Sustainable Development
About BPM

Why
you should implement
BPM’s Minimum
tional Health and Safety
Management (EQOHS).
Sustainability
Standards now
BPM is a non-profit association for businesses.
Our main focus is on sustainable development

and exchanging knowledge and experience in
the areas of Environment, Quality and Occupa-

BPM’s mission

BPM’s mission is to promote and support
the use of EQOHS management systems for

‘Sustainability is the biggest
business opportunity for
the next 30 years’

companies and organizations in the public

or private sector, that are willing to focus on
sustainable development. This will benefit

our community and sustainable economic
Richard Branson, entrepreneur
prosperity in Curaçao.
• Like the internet revolution in the 1980s, today’s

Join ussustainability revolution, will transform the way we do
business
forever.
Every private
or public
company can join BPM

if they are willing to contribute to a better

• This new way of doing business requires initial
investments and efforts, but will lead to more

working and living environment and share

know-howsavings
with fellow
BPM inmember
and profits
the longcompanies.
run.

• Don’t
Contact
usget left behind. Become part of this revolution
and profit from the many business opportunities it
brings.

If you are interested in a BPM membership,

contact us for more information and visit our

Contact
Download
Participate
Learn
Start
Contact us at:

Start
by implementing
BPM’s
new Minimum
website• for
interesting
upcoming
events.
Sustainability Standards in you own company using
using BPM’s tools and advice.
• Let us help you become a sustainable business
role model for Curaçao, while you save money and
safeguard the environment for future generations.

What

implementing
BPM
Introduces
Minimum
Sustainability
Minimum
Standards within
your
company entails
Sustainability
Standards
‘80% of CEO’s worldwide feel
is important
•sustainability
Mandatory standards
for
for growth,
all BPMinnovation
membersand
competitive advantage’
• Concrete
UN study 2013advancements

• Long-term success

www.bpmcuracao.com

John Sawhill
• After 7 years of creating sustainability awareness,
BPM is taking its members to the next level by
requiring them to implement Minimum Sustainability
Standards within their companies.

• In total there are 64 different efforts to choose from
and 3 levels of sustainability that can be reached
as your company progresses through the different
stages of sustainability named Caterpillar, Cocoon
and Butterfly.

• To support your company, BPM has developed
an easy-to-use (digital) self-assessment tool
that indicates which sustainability level you have
achieved.

• First your company evaluates its current
sustainability level by using BPM’s (digital) easyto-use self-assessment tool. Then you implement
additional sustainability policies and take action to
achieve one of the three levels of sustainability.
• To reach a certain sustainability level, your company
has to achieve all mandatory efforts, as defined in
BPM’s MSS manual and obtain at least 60% of the
total points for that level.
• BPM requires all its members to reach the first
Caterpillar level within 2 years, the second Cocoon
level within 3 years and the third and last Butterfly
level by 2020.

Download our brochures and manuals at:

‘A society is not only defined
by what it creates, but what it
refuses to destroy’

• Minimum Sustainability Standards help BPM
members to become more sustainable by making
various efforts relating to People, Planet & Profit.

John Amarica, BPM’s chairman

(+ 5999) 736-9533, info@bpmcuracao.com

How
BPM can help
you implement
these standards
successfully

• In addition, BPM has written an extensive manual
to help you improve your sustainability step-by-step.
• BPM’s seminars and workshops provide useful tools
and advice. One-on-one sessions will give you the
opportunity to gain sector specific information and
personalized advice.
• BPM commits itself to helping members reach the
required sustainability levels and will showcase
them extensively as business role models in the
media, on its website and in its printed materials.

Participate in one of our upcoming
seminars and workshops.

Learn all about BPM’s New Minimum
Sustainability Standards.
Start implementing these standards now!

Mauritslaan 1, Willemstad, Curaçao
T: (+5999) 736-9533
E: info@bpmcuracao.com

WWW.BPMCURACAO.COM
Curaçao Business Council for Sustainable Development
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